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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1a 23823 7.1 1.8 10 71 97.5
1b 18904 12.3 3.1 20 61.6 77.4
1c 4754 12.2 3.6 20 61.2 19.5
2a 48 6 2.3 10 60.4 0.2
2b 20 12.1 4.1 20 60.5 0.1
2c 18 8.7 4.7 20 43.3 0.1
3a 145 7.3 1.7 10 72.7 0.6
3b 87 12.7 3.5 20 63.3 0.4
3c 65 13.4 3.3 20 67.1 0.3
4a 4 3.8 1 10 37.5 0
4b 1 3 20 15 0
4c 1 1 20 5 0
5a 13 7.3 0.9 10 73.1 0.1
5b 6 10.7 5.3 20 53.3 0
5c 9 11.4 3.5 20 57.2 0
6 22990 11.3 3.5 20 56.4 94.1
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GCSE English Literature Unit 1 Foundation 

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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6. in the first poem we see a person who is out in the garden saying what they could do


but they don’t know what to do we also know this is in Aprill and set in the morning


this makes me think that this person has nothing to do and is bored or they have a lot


to do and they are just lazy and can't be bothered doing any of these things.  We do


however see that this person may have a variety of things that are wrong with their


house in the line "I could fix the leaky pipes" this shows how the persons pipes under


the sink is damaged but instead of doing this he "to just lie here in this old Hammock


rocking like a lazy metronome" this informs he is just going to lye down and rock from


side to side just being lazy.  We see that this person could also "I could clean the


garage weed the garden" this obviously means they could kill weeds in the garden or


get the garage clean.  We see in the poem that it has no spacing or breaks making


us know that this is a story.


In the second poem we see by the title that someone has gone away.  by the first 


paragraph we see that in the winter or autumn months some heat has made cherrys 


grow from the cherry tree.  We now see that the tree has now become "dense with 


early blooming" meaning that the flowers on the tree have left their touch and have 


closed up because of the change in weather.  In the quote "then as afternoon cools 


into more furtive winds" this means that the afternoon has come around causeing 


everything to go cold this also makes it so that this is similare as the first poem 


because of this staying in the afternoon and the other one being set in the morning in 


the next line we see "a blizzard of petals" this is not a reall blizzard but instead a 


metaphor this is meaning that there was a lot, this makes it similaire to the first poem 


when they said "the day lilles to open" this is of course a metaphor for the sun but it 


is a connection for flowers.  in the quote "it is only aprill as well we now see that this 







person is getting old in the quote "I can't stop my own life from hurrying by "this 


means that they cant stop themselves from being old and getting older. 


To conclude these two are poems about people who are probable in there garden 


and watching the day go by. the difference is that the first poem is about a man who 


doesn't know what to do and the other is about a person who is getting old and 


doesn't know how they can stop it. 
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Sticky Note

Some discussion although not quite getting the subtext yet.  Is the narrator of the poem lazy?



Sticky Note

Some selection and reference to a range of details in the poem.  A little discussion.



Sticky Note

Not quite - but there is some attempt to use the detail in the poem and some sense of the passing of the seasons is conveyed.



Sticky Note

Some comparison of settings and times in the poems.



Sticky Note

Identifies the image and makes some reference to ideas.



Sticky Note

A simple link between texts and some comment on style and poetic technique.







person is getting old in the quote "I can't stop my own life from hurrying by "this 


means that they cant stop themselves from being old and getting older. 


To conclude these two are poems about people who are probable in there garden 


and watching the day go by. the difference is that the first poem is about a man who 


doesn't know what to do and the other is about a person who is getting old and 


doesn't know how they can stop it. 



Sticky Note

Secure grasp of the poem's key idea.  Beginning to develop more appreciation of the main ideas.



Sticky Note

Compares content.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  The response shows some selection of details, some simple comment on style and imagery as well as some comparison and contrast between texts.  Selects and highlights some key ideas in both poems, albeit quite simply.  17 marks
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Section B 


6) The first poem talks about doing loads of chores around the house and garden but


would rather sit and relax on a hammock watching time go by.


Hedin creates a happy mood during this poem.  Hedin makes the poem sound quite 


relaxed because they are saying they can do a lot of things but why waste a day in 


April when you can relax outside enjoyed the sun and the trees. 


Hedin writes this poem without any stanzas.  There is no breaks in between the lines. 


This could represent them having no breaks in between those chores that they are 


listing.  This can show that the list goes on but they would rather chill outside.  I think 


that this poem is very detailed. 


The second poem is talking about a cherry tree growing in the spring and Harris 


describes beautifully the way the tree looks. 


Afterwards, Harris changes the mood to being very windy and having a storm of 


petals.  This changes the mood to be quite 



Sticky Note

Brief summary of content.



Sticky Note

Some understanding of the poem's key idea.  However, no textual support is given.  Which parts of the poem support this idea?



Sticky Note

Again, an understanding of one of the poem's central ideas but very little discussion or support from the details in the poem.



Sticky Note

Brief mention of listing as part of the poem's style.



Sticky Note

Some grasp of content.



Sticky Note

Some accurate reference to what is being described in the poem.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some understanding of the content of both poems, an awareness of the key idea in the first poem.  Badly affected, however, by a lack of any real comparison of the poems.  10 marks



Sticky Note

This response could have been given a lot more marks if the candidate had included some comparison of the poems.  Try to add another section to the response, comparing the content, ideas, mood and style of the poems.
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6) The first poem talks about doing loads of chores around the house and garden but


would rather sit and relax on a hammock watching time go by.


Hedin creates a happy mood during this poem.  Hedin makes the poem sound quite 


relaxed because they are saying they can do a lot of things but why waste a day in 


April when you can relax outside enjoyed the sun and the trees. 


Hedin writes this poem without any stanzas.  There is no breaks in between the lines. 


This could represent them having no breaks in between those chores that they are 


listing.  This can show that the list goes on but they would rather chill outside.  I think 


that this poem is very detailed. 


The second poem is talking about a cherry tree growing in the spring and Harris 


describes beautifully the way the tree looks. 
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1b) The character of Lennie is designed to show how people in America at the 1930's 


with learning difficulties were treated because at that time people who were seen as 


different were discriminated against. Lennie is seen as a "normal" man because of 


his race and nationality, however he is discriminated against because of intelligence 


and his size. 


The entire book 'Of mice and men' focus's mainly on the character of Lennie small a 


person who has grown up with learning difficulties, he is seen to travel California with 


his friend George. Lennie is so relient on George and George is reliant on Lennie this 


because of Lennies strength makeing him a valueable friend of George. The 


relationship is shown to be strong from the start where Lennie says "because I go 


you and you got me" this shows there trust in each other that one must abandon the 


other. We see that these two people George and Lennie have a life long dream to 


own a piece of land to call their own this is a big deal because in the 1930's everyone 


knew about the 'american dream' which shows how this pair were typical american 


people. 


Lennie because of his learning difficulties doesn't know much about the real world 


but he does nave one thing that entertains him and that one thing is touching soft 


things that’s what Lennie reallys wants to do but because of his emmence strength 


he strokes things abit to hard killing them this is shown with mice, dogs and even 


people. 


We see Lennie being victimised by three people in the book these people are 


George, curley and crooks he is victimised by George when ever he does something 


silly however this is not real he instead just saying this to make Lennie see wrong this 


is shown when George says "crazy bastard" and "idiot" however at the end we see 


George admits that he isn't mad and he never was. The other person to victimise 


Lennie is curley who in there first encounter is "hands closed into fist and bent at the 


elbow" this shows a fighting stanza". curley eventually does start a fight with Lennie 


this is purely because of his size not because of his intellect. a quote to show curleys 


hate for Lennie is "no big son of a bitch is gonna laugh at me" this shows him giving a 


futile reason to fight lennie. The last person who is seen to victimise lennie is crooks 


the "stable buck". Crooks is very obviously discriminated against because of his race 


and how he is a cripple. we see this hate for lennie when Lennie goes to make 



Sticky Note

Addresses some key issues - Lennie's disability, contextual factors - from the outset.  A confident approach.



Sticky Note

Salient features of the relationship between George and Lennie discussed.  Some apt selection of references and some relevant links made between the character and context.



Sticky Note

Another key idea - Lennie's strength and his obsessions.



Sticky Note

Distinguishes between the different ways Lennie is treated by others in the novel.



Sticky Note

Accurate quotation, aptly selected.







conversation with him but instead crooks made Lennie feel discriminated against 


because of intellect crooks says stuff like "say George didn’t come back no more" 


this makes Lennie think hard and make him think about George leaving him the 


reason crooks does this is because he has been discriminated against himself 


because of his race. 


the character of Lennie is also in this to show how the smallest thing such as killing 


pups can lead to bigger things such as peoples death. a part of the book that shows 


this is when Lennie is in the barn petting his pup and all of a sudden hes dead which 


makes him put the pup in the hay but unexpectedly we see curleys wife pop in to put 


bas away but instead they start to talk and she ends up dead because she wanted to 


be nice and let Lennie stroke her hair. 


At the end when Lennie is seen to be next to lake where the novel began we see 


Geroge with carlsons luger ready to kill Lennie as a mercy kill but to do this George 


must get Lennie to look away and he does this by telling lennie about the dream and 


it finally becomeing a reality this is all show at the end of the novel we seen that this 


has made Lennie really happy whenever he heard this so much that he has been 


made satisfyed enough to die. 


To conclude lennie is a character which is shown to be nice but not intelligent 


causing him with his immense strength to pet and kill most things he touches. a 


person who is always shown to be in trouble. 



Sticky Note

Tackles many of the key scenes involving Lennie.



Sticky Note

Another key scene discussed.



Sticky Note

Summarises the character's main features.



Sticky Note

'Clear discussion of character and context, relevant details and events selected, strong focus on the question. 17 marks.
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UNIT ONE FOUNDATION TIER MARKING SCHEME  
 


SECTION A 
 


Q.1 Of Mice and Men 
 


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


What do you think of the way George speaks and behaves here?  Give reasons 
for what you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases 
from the extract.                  [10]  


 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 
 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1 mark  Very brief, with only cursory reference to what happens in the extract. 
 


2-4 marks  Brief responses, with simple and often general, unsupported 
comments about George. 
 


5-7 marks  More focus and selection of relevant detail, such as George’s 
sadness and realisation of the consequences of Lennie’s actions. 
 


8-10 marks  Clear and detailed discussion of the scene, with apt reference to key 
areas such as George’s odd initial reaction to his discovery of the 
body of Curley’s wife (‘his face was as hard and tight as wood’) and 
his resignation about Lennie’s fate and his quick thinking at the end 
of the extract. 


 


 (b) Write about Lennie and what he shows us about life in America in the 1930s. 
 


  Think about: 
   


 what you learn about his past 


 his relationship with George 


 his relationships with other characters on the ranch 


 anything else you think important                             [20] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 
 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


 


 


1-4 marks  Very brief, often simple narrative, lacking in relevance to the 
question. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Brief, with possibly insecure knowledge of characters and events.  
Very simple awareness of Lennie as a disabled man and George 
as his friend. 
 


 


10-14 marks  Emerging discussion, with some knowledge of key features of 
Lennie’s character, such as his love of animals and his strength. 
There may be a little discussion of events involving Lennie such as 
the fight with Curley or the incident in Weed. 
 


 


15-20 marks  Sound knowledge of the text shown with some straightforward 


discussion of Lennie and how he reflects his society.  For example, 


some reference to his vulnerability as a disabled worker on the 


ranch and some of the ways in which this is made evident by his 


actions and their consequences.  


 


 


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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 (c) ‘Friends are difficult to make and keep on the ranch in Of Mice and Men’.  
Do you agree with this statement?  Give reasons for what you say.  In 
your answer you should refer to events in the novel and its social, 
historical and cultural context.                [20] 


  
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 
 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


 
 


1-4 marks  Very brief answers with limited detail and little focus on 
relevant material. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Answers will be general and narrative, with some simple grasp 
of events and some basic awareness of the characters on the 
ranch with some simple judgements about friendships and 
perhaps potential friendships.  
 


 


10-14 marks  Narrative responses with an emerging discussion of some key 
friendships such as that between George and Lennie. There 
will be some awareness of social, cultural and historical 
context, such as the poverty and rootlessness of migrant 
workers and the effects of the Great Depression on their 
friendships. 
 


 


15-20 marks  Answers will show a secure knowledge of the text, with some 
discussion of specific events in some of the characters’ lives 
which might show how friendships are affected by contextual 
factors, such as the way George takes care of Lennie or 
perhaps how Candy has only a dog to rely on as a friend.  
Some links will be made between friendships and the attitudes 
of the time, such as racial prejudice, gender inequality or the 
vulnerability of migrant workers, depending on which 
characters are selected. 
 


 


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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SECTION A


1. Of Mice and Men


Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or
part (c).


 (c) ‘Friends are difficult to make and keep on the ranch in Of Mice and Men.’ Do you agree 
with this statement? Give reasons for what you say. In your answer you should refer to 
events in the novel and its social, historical and cultural context.  [20]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.








'Friends are difficult to make and keep on the ranch of Mice and Men' I think so because the 


workers come on there own, but not George and lennie and it means its hard because most 


people just work because they want money. Also because of what happen to the banks 


because nearly everybody lost all their saving and Also they couldn't get jobs because most 


of them was shutting down. Its also difficult to make friends because nobody has time to talk 


because they work all day everyday, the only time is when they go to a cathouse or having a 


game and drink and also smoke. This stuff was common in the 1930s to do. Its also hard to 


make friends because its hard to talk about stuff such as where to did you live, how you get 


there. But with George and Lennie they got lots of stuff to talk about such as how Lennie 


touch a women's dress and because she was worried she started crying and shouting and 


told the men that come that Lennie rape her in weed also how they had to get their bus 


tickets from 'Murray and Readys' and also how the bus driver stop miles which meant how 


George and Lennie had to walk to a brush and stay over night and lastly how Lennie wanted 


saurce but George didn't have any which lead to Lennie telling George he was going to run 


away up into the caves and live their for the rest of his life.  


Its also hard to make friends because there is a black man on the ranch called Crooks and 


which means all white would hate him because of his race. This is an example of how black 


men was like in the 1930s and how white men think about black men. I think it might of 


cause fights abit because George and Lennie might think it doesn't matter if I do talk to him 


because he might want to talk. The only time that Crooks is allowed to come out of the horse 


barn is when its Christmas or any other special week. 



Sticky Note

Shows some understanding of contextual factors although not quite securely connected with the idea of friendship.  Why did the failure of banks make friendships difficult on the ranch?



Sticky Note

A rather sweeping comment about society in 1930s America.  How might this sentence be developed or amended to show a more focused understanding of ranch life in the novel?



Sticky Note

Some details about George and Lennie at the beginning of the novel.  However, how many of these details are references to the film rather than the novel?



Highlight



Sticky Note

Try to avoid this kind of generalisation.  There is plenty of evidence that Crooks is isolated on the ranch, but not really 'hated'.



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some reference to context and occasionally more focus on how contextual factors affect friendships in the novel. Some knowledge of events affecting characters and friendships although lacks range of references.  13 marks 
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In the first poem ‘This morning I could do a thousand thinks’ it talks about how someone could have 


done any thing they want but instead they do nothing and just lay in the hammock and go back and 


forth.  In the second poem ‘In Your Absence’ the peron writing it is saying they don’t want summer yet 


and is also say ‘unseasonable heat’ so it should be colder but the heat has come in the wrong season. I 


then goes on to say “I can’t stop my own life from hurrying by. The moon already pacing.” So there 


saying they can’t stop there own life from going to fast because the ‘moon’s already pacing’ the days are 


going to fast. 


The poems want you to think about what you could have done when your dead, so in the first poem it 


says all the thousand things I could have done this morning, it saying all the things they could have done 


this when they were alive it’s the same for the second poem eg not yet summer and summer is like 


death as there saying not yet death and the end of the poem they talk about how quite its all gone by.  


They are also different because the first poem is ready for summer because the in there hammock 


expecting summer to come but the second poem is surprised that summer is coming ‘not yet summer’. 



Sticky Note

Examiner comment:  Some brief links between the texts and some consideration of ideas and meaning.  12 marks



Sticky Note

Some comparison but only really a brief comment linking the poems.  Add a section to the response comparing the poems' content, ideas, mood and style.



Sticky Note

The candidate makes an attempt to interpret the poems.  Although the interpretation is not entirely convincing there are glimpses of understanding of the subtext, particularly the idea of time going too fast, maybe towards death. How convincing do you find these interpretations?  What do you think the poet is trying to say in these poems?



Sticky Note

Some discussion of the main ideas in both poems.  The idea of enjoying a beautiful April day instead of doing chores is central to the first poem and the idea of the passing of time is key in the second.Some selection and reference to the texts included here too.












1b) The character of Lennie is designed to show how people in America at the 1930's 


with learning difficulties were treated because at that time people who were seen as 


different were discriminated against. Lennie is seen as a "normal" man because of 


his race and nationality, however he is discriminated against because of intelligence 


and his size. 


The entire book 'Of mice and men' focus's mainly on the character of Lennie small a 


person who has grown up with learning difficulties, he is seen to travel California with 


his friend George. Lennie is so relient on George and George is reliant on Lennie this 


because of Lennies strength makeing him a valueable friend of George. The 


relationship is shown to be strong from the start where Lennie says "because I go 


you and you got me" this shows there trust in each other that one must abandon the 


other. We see that these two people George and Lennie have a life long dream to 


own a piece of land to call their own this is a big deal because in the 1930's everyone 


knew about the 'american dream' which shows how this pair were typical american 


people. 


Lennie because of his learning difficulties doesn't know much about the real world 


but he does nave one thing that entertains him and that one thing is touching soft 


things that’s what Lennie reallys wants to do but because of his emmence strength 


he strokes things abit to hard killing them this is shown with mice, dogs and even 


people. 


We see Lennie being victimised by three people in the book these people are 


George, curley and crooks he is victimised by George when ever he does something 


silly however this is not real he instead just saying this to make Lennie see wrong this 


is shown when George says "crazy bastard" and "idiot" however at the end we see 


George admits that he isn't mad and he never was. The other person to victimise 


Lennie is curley who in there first encounter is "hands closed into fist and bent at the 


elbow" this shows a fighting stanza". curley eventually does start a fight with Lennie 


this is purely because of his size not because of his intellect. a quote to show curleys 


hate for Lennie is "no big son of a bitch is gonna laugh at me" this shows him giving a 


futile reason to fight lennie. The last person who is seen to victimise lennie is crooks 


the "stable buck". Crooks is very obviously discriminated against because of his race 


and how he is a cripple. we see this hate for lennie when Lennie goes to make 







conversation with him but instead crooks made Lennie feel discriminated against 


because of intellect crooks says stuff like "say George didn’t come back no more" 


this makes Lennie think hard and make him think about George leaving him the 


reason crooks does this is because he has been discriminated against himself 


because of his race. 


the character of Lennie is also in this to show how the smallest thing such as killing 


pups can lead to bigger things such as peoples death. a part of the book that shows 


this is when Lennie is in the barn petting his pup and all of a sudden hes dead which 


makes him put the pup in the hay but unexpectedly we see curleys wife pop in to put 


bas away but instead they start to talk and she ends up dead because she wanted to 


be nice and let Lennie stroke her hair. 


At the end when Lennie is seen to be next to lake where the novel began we see 


Geroge with carlsons luger ready to kill Lennie as a mercy kill but to do this George 


must get Lennie to look away and he does this by telling lennie about the dream and 


it finally becomeing a reality this is all show at the end of the novel we seen that this 


has made Lennie really happy whenever he heard this so much that he has been 


made satisfyed enough to die. 


To conclude lennie is a character which is shown to be nice but not intelligent 


causing him with his immense strength to pet and kill most things he touches. a 


person who is always shown to be in trouble. 
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This Morning I Could Do A Thousand Things


I could fix the leaky pipe
Under the sink, or wander over
And bother Jerry who’s lost
In the bog of his crankcase.
I could drive the half-mile down
To the local mall and browse
Through the bright stables 
Of mowers, or maybe catch
The power-walkers puffing away
On their last laps. I could clean
The garage, weed the garden, 
Or get out the shears and
Prune the rose bushes back.
Yes, a thousand things
This beautiful April morning.
But I’ve decided to just lie
Here in this old hammock,
Rocking like a lazy metronome*,
And wait for the day lilies
To open. The sun is barely
Over the trees, and already
The sprinklers are out,
Raining their immaculate
Bands of light over the lawns.


Robert Hedin


*Metronome – an instrument for keeping time or rhythm


In Your Absence


Not yet summer,
but the unseasonable heat
pries open the cherry tree.


It stands there stupefied,
in its sham, pink frills,
dense with early blooming.


Then, as afternoon cools
into more furtive winds,
I look up to see
a blizzard of petals
rushing the sky.


It is only April.
I can’t stop my own life
from hurrying by.
The moon, already pacing.  


Judith Harris
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SECTION B


Spend about 1 hour on this section. Think carefully about the poems before you write your answer.


Both poets describe their feelings about time passing on a day in April.


6. Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how they 
are different.


 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons 
where appropriate in your answer as a whole.


 You may wish to include some or all of these points:


 • the content of the poems – what they are about
 • the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about
 • the mood or atmosphere of the poems
 • how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way they are organised, 


and so on
 • your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how they are different
 [20]
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In the first poem ‘This morning I could do a thousand thinks’ it talks about how someone could have 


done any thing they want but instead they do nothing and just lay in the hammock and go back and 


forth.  In the second poem ‘In Your Absence’ the peron writing it is saying they don’t want summer yet 


and is also say ‘unseasonable heat’ so it should be colder but the heat has come in the wrong season. I 


then goes on to say “I can’t stop my own life from hurrying by. The moon already pacing.” So there 


saying they can’t stop there own life from going to fast because the ‘moon’s already pacing’ the days are 


going to fast. 


The poems want you to think about what you could have done when your dead, so in the first poem it 


says all the thousand things I could have done this morning, it saying all the things they could have done 


this when they were alive it’s the same for the second poem eg not yet summer and summer is like 


death as there saying not yet death and the end of the poem they talk about how quite its all gone by.  


They are also different because the first poem is ready for summer because the in there hammock 


expecting summer to come but the second poem is surprised that summer is coming ‘not yet summer’. 
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SECTION B 
 
Both poets describe their feelings about time passing on a day in April. 
 
Q.6 This Morning I Could Do A Thousand Things by Robert Hedin/ In Your Absence by 


Judith Harris. 
 
 Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how 


they are different. 
 
 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make 


comparisons where appropriate in your answer as a whole. 
 
 You may wish to include some or all of these points: 


 the content of the poems – what they are about; 


 the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about; 


 the mood or atmosphere of the poems; 


 how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way  
 they are organised, and so on; 


 your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how they  
 are different.                                 [20] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (25%), A02 (25%) and A03 (50%) 


 
0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


 
1-4 marks  
 


There may be very little written specifically about the poems. 
Candidates may make simple comments on content, such as 
identifying the passing of time or spring in both poems. 
 


5-9 marks  Probably brief, general responses on the poems with simple points of 
comparison made, such as the way activities are described in the first 
and natrure is described in the second. There should be some 
comment on basic content, such as what is happening in each poem. 
 


10-14 marks  There may be emerging discussion about the poems’ content and 
awareness of mood, atmosphere and straightforward ideas, such as 
the way the poet chooses to enjoy the moment in the first poem and 
some underlying worry about time passing in the second. There will be 
some similarities and differences addressed. 
 


15-20 marks  There is likely to be more focused discussion of the detail in the poems 
with some clear points of comparison.  There may be some discussion 
of the way the Hedin moment captures a feeling of pleasure in a lovely 
spring day and Harris’ closer focus on the effect of time on one tree.  
In the second poem, there may be some appreciation of the image of 
the cherry tree as a symbol for life passing while the first uses more 
literal and down-to-earth examples of how activities can obscure the 
simple enjoyment of a spring day. The different devices used to evoke 
the scene might be explored for 18-20.  Points of comparison will 
begin to focus on the poets’ use of language as well as content. 


 
Please note that the Higher Tier poems are entitled In Cardigan Market and Car Showroom. If you 
notice that a candidate has answered on these poems, please contact the Appointees section as 
you have a Higher Tier script. 
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SECTION A


1. Of Mice and Men


 Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or 
part (c).


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  What do you think of the way George speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for what 
you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the extract. 
 [10]


 Either,


 (b) Write about Lennie and what he shows us about life in America in the 1930s.


  Think about:


 •	 what you learn about his past
 •	 his relationship with George
 •	 his relationship with other characters on the ranch
 •	 anything else you think important [20]


 Or,


 (c) ‘Friends are difficult to make and keep on the ranch in Of Mice and Men.’ Do you agree 
with this statement? Give reasons for what you say. In your answer you should refer to 
events in the novel and its social, historical and cultural context.  [20]
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